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Chapter 178: It’s Not Up to a Little Girl to Sympathize With The Dou Family 

“What happened?” 

Two middle-aged men walked over. 

The two middle-aged men radiated an elegant and serious aura, and they first greeted the four seniors 

before looking at Zi Yi and He Yaning. 

Zi Yi did not expect to attract the original owner’s Eldest Uncle and Second Uncle and she slightly 

frowned. 

He Yaning thought of the rumors about how Zi Yi had a bad relationship with the Dou Family and 

thought about how she could intensify Zi Yi’s uncle’s hatred for her. It’ll be best if they could chase her 

out. 

What a shameless woman, just by relying on your good looks, you’re thinking of seducing people from 

the He Family? You should first look at yourself in the mirror and check if you have the status first or not. 

Thinking of this, He Yaning was prepared to exaggerate and reveal all of Zi Yi’s evil deeds. 

“Professor Dou, it’s…” 

“Did I allow you to speak?” Dou Jingning’s tone inevitably contained the sternness of educators, causing 

He Yaning to swallow her words. 

Dou Jingning looked at Zi Yi with a serious expression. “You explain.” 

Zi Yi glanced at Dou Jingning and Dou Xiaoyong’s expression. She pondered about how her uncle could 

identify her in a single glance before she recounted what transpired in a narrative tone. 

The expressions of her two uncles worsened with every second. 

In the end, it was Senior Bai who exploded in anger first. “Does the He Family honestly think that Little 

friend Yiyi doesn’t have someone supporting her? They are simply being too overbearing!” 

His outburst caused Zi Yi’s two uncles to look at Senior Bai with a surprised gaze. 

Senior Bai held onto Zi Yi’s hands as he said to her earnestly, “Little friend, come under me. In the 

future, if someone dares to bully you again, let’s see how I peel off their skin!” 

Dou Jingning and Dou Xiaoyong met gazes. They never expected that the niece who gave them a 

headache would earn the favor of Senior Bai. 

However, they had more important things to settle at present. 

“Miss He.” Dou Xiaoyong looked at He Yaning with a solemn expression. 

He Yaning felt uneasy. However, thinking of those rumors she heard, she did not feel fear. “Even if she 

did not seduce my cousin actively, you’ll know her personality as long as you inquire about her 

reputation. With such a niece, I really sympathize with the Dou Family.” 



“It is not up to a little girl from the He Family to sympathize with us.” Dou Xiaoyong’s expression became 

sterner. “We are fully aware of Zi Yi’s reputation. But no matter what, it should not be a reason for you 

to attack her at will.” 

Dou Jingning added, “We’ve also heard of the incident between Zi Yi and He Fei. Isn’t it because He Fei 

heard that she’s the Dou Family’s niece and so, called her over to the capital?” 

The auras from her two Uncles were too powerful and the tone of their voices were also very sharp. 

He Yaning paled. 

Standing before her were two reputed professors from the Metropolis University and also important 

personnel of the national R&D department. If she dared to mess around in front of them, perhaps the 

He family would be drowned by the saliva of these two professor’s students. 

She originally came here today to make a good impression on the Dou Family. However, if they disliked 

her due to this incident, she dared not imagine the future consequences. 

In the end, what she feared had arrived. 

Just then, Dou Jingning said to her directly, “Our Dou Family does not welcome people who maliciously 

slander others. Miss He, please leave here at once.” 

“I…” He Yaning’s lips trembled and her head buzzed. She was on the verge of crying. “Professors, please 

listen to my explanation. I’ve only heard about this from the others and everyone is talking about her.” 

 


